Fourth Quarter 2015

Economic Update: Raising interest rates when normally they would cut interest rates
The Federal Reserve raised rates in December by 0.25% for the first time since 2006. It is widely
expected that the Fed will raise rates further this year, perhaps 4 times, each time by 0.25%.
Whether economic strength will justify more rate increases remains to be seen. Interestingly, the
only other significant Central Bank expected to raise rates is the United Kingdom. All others are
expected to continue to lower rates.
Purchasing Managers' Indices (PMI) are economic indicators derived from monthly surveys of
private sector companies. US manufacturing PMI for December was reported to be 48.2. A
reading less than 50 indicates contraction and December’s reading is the lowest reading since
June 2009. Services was 55.3, down 0.6 from November but still indicating growth.
Approximately 15% of US economic output comes from manufacturing & mining and 85% is
attributable to the service industries1. Interestingly, the manufacturing PMI has proven to be a
good indicator of nominal GDP and the trend is down. In fact over the past year, there have been
10 (of a possible 12) month-over-month declines in Industrial Production. Going back to 1919,
such a high number of declining months has never been observed except in the context of a U.S.
recession2.

Capital Markets: Buy the Dip or Run for the Hills?
We have long been advocates of caution in the stock markets due to elevated valuations and low
prospective long-term returns. The stock market high was May 2015. Since then we have
experienced two 10% corrections, one in August and one in January of 2016. Two 10%
corrections in such a short time span has only happened 3 other times in the last 100 years –
1929, 2000 & 20083! Now is not the time to “buy the dip” and hold.
What has changed? After 6 years, the market uptrend has broken and turned down. Why?
S&P 500 earnings, otherwise known as corporate profits, have declined the past four quarters.
September 30, 2015 is the last full quarter of reported corporate earnings. Cumulatively
corporate profits are down -14.3% when compared to earnings a year earlier. For the same
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period, the S&P 500 price was down only -2.6%. Furthermore, when corporate profit margins
decline 0.60%, the odds are very high that a recession is imminent (see chart below). We believe
that this decline in earnings is a key factor in the recent market declines.

We are already in a “stealth bear market”. As of January 6, the average distance individual stocks
in the S&P 1500 (which includes large, mid, and small cap stocks), are trading from their
respective 52-week highs was a whopping -24%; that’s bear market territory! Not surprisingly,
small cap stocks have been hit the hardest as the average stock in the S&P 600 Small Cap Index
is down 27.6% from its 52-week high. In the midcap S&P 400, the average decline is 23.6%. For
large cap stocks in the S&P 500, the average decline from a 52-week high is not quite bear
market territory, but at 19.9%, it’s pretty darn close4
Portfolios
During the fourth quarter, our fixed income and alternative investments were collectively flat.
Our core stock positions gained a bit but were held down by our resource investments. Our threepillar investment approach (stocks, bonds, alternatives) continues to smooth out our overall
performance. For the year, our alternative pillar was the best performer, followed by our bond
holdings and then stocks. During the fourth quarter, our stock market risk indicators briefly
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turned to “risk-on” during November, but then returned to “risk off” in December where they
remain today. Accordingly we have maintained a conservative stance toward risk assets such as
stocks and high yield bonds.
The first week of 2016 has been the worst stock market start to a new year ever with the S&P
500 down -5.87% through the first 5 days of trading. Importantly, our three pillar approach has
fared well and is weathering the storm just fine. If indeed a bear market (20% declines or more)
is imminent our portfolios are well positioned.
Thank you for your continued trust and support.
Trevor K. Holsinger and Steve Small
Disclosure:
Aspen Wealth Management, Inc. is a Registered Investment Advisory firm located in Overland Park, Kansas and
registered with the state of Kansas Securities Commission. This newsletter is not a solicitation to buy or offer to sell
any of the securities listed or discussed herein. The contents of this letter have been compiled from original and
published sources believed to be reliable, but are not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. Clients of Aspen
Wealth Management, Inc. and individuals associated with Aspen Wealth Management, Inc. may have positions in,
and may from time to time make purchases or sales of, securities mentioned herein. References to research
conducted and published by other firms and/organizations have not necessarily been independently verified by
Aspen. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no
longer be reflective of current opinions or positions. You should not assume that any discussion or information
contained in this newsletter serves as the receipt of personalized investment advice from Aspen Wealth
Management, Inc. Past performance is no assurance of future results. Therefore, no current or prospective client
should assume that future performance of any specific investment or investment strategy (including the investments
and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Advisor) made reference to directly or indirectly by
Advisor in this newsletter, will be profitable or equal the corresponding indicated performance level(s). The reported
performance of back-tested models should not be projected into the future; there is no assurance that model
performance can be repeated. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no
assurance that any specific investment will either be suitable or profitable for a client or prospective client's
investment portfolio. Historical performance results for investment indices, models and/or categories generally do
not reflect the deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges, the deduction of an investment management fee,
nor the impact of taxes, the incurrence of which would have the effect of decreasing historical performance results.
Some of the information contained herein may be our opinion; we make no claims that we are omniscient.
Please refer to our website at www.aspenwealth.com for additional disclosure information.
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